WASHINGTON COUNTY ROAD DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS

ERRATA
June 15, 2011

(These changes are for convenience but have not been approved by the Board of County Commissioners.)

Section 340.160.1, Dry Utilities

At the end of the last paragraph change “320.170” to “320.070”;

Section 340.160.2, Wet Utilities

At the end of the second paragraph change “320.170” to “320.070”;

Detail Drawing 2010, Emergency Mountable Curb and Gutter

Note 5.B. should read, “Drainage access through existing curb shall be core drilled or curb and gutter saw cut vertically 18” each side of drain and repoured to full depth of curb and gutter (see detail – A).”;

Detail Drawing 2030, Vertical Curb Non-Mountable

The dimensions at the top of the curb and the bottom of the curb are exaggerated. The correct dimensions are: top of curb width is 6”; bottom of curb width is 9”;

The curb face exposure dimension should be 6” and not 5’;

Note 6.B. should read, “Drainage access through existing curb shall be core drilled or curb saw cut vertically 18” each side of drain and repoured to full depth of curb (see detail – A).”;

Detail Drawing 2030, Vertical Curb Non-Mountable

In note 3 replace ODOT with Oregon.

Detail Drawing 6110, Striping Legend

The thickness dimension of the thermoplastic material is written “mil.” by mistake. The correct dimension is without the period, “mil”.